Lesson

36

Creative Prayer

Activity

Biblical Insight

Using only a three-word phrase, define the meaning of
prayer.
______________________________________________

Composition

Many treat prayer as one-way communication. They do all
the talking; God does all the listening. They attempt to give
God “orders.” When God does not follow their plan, they
become very discouraged—and sometimes even angry with
God. Immature believers think God exists to do their will.
In Matthew 6:33, Jesus says we are to “seek first [God’s]
kingdom and his righteousness.” What Jesus is talking about
can be called “creative prayer.” He is asking us to place a
higher priority on the spiritual realities we cannot see than on
the physical realities we can see.
Science has taught us how much power is
contained in things we cannot see. The invisible forces of nature contain the material
secrets of the universe. Consider the atom.
Once it was believed to be the smallest indivisible particle, but science has exploded the
atom. Not only can it be divided, but also a
whole universe of power is within it.

Take a look at creative prayer from several angles: What is creative
prayer?
Match the categories on the left with the Scriptures on the right.
Creative prayer can make you a new creation.
Creative prayer can change the way you see your past.
Creative prayer can heal wounded relationships.
Creative prayer can help you solve your problems.

Acts 12:5
John 3:5
Genesis 50:18–21
Genesis 32:6–8,22–32;
33:4

Evaluation
Are you using creative prayer to become a
more effective and righteous Christian?

Discussion
How can these four types of creative prayer help you know and follow the
will of God? What is the best source for the answer to any prayer?
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SPIRIT CHALLENGE ANSWERS
Lesson 36
A: Answers will vary.
C: Creative prayer can make you a new creation.
John 3:5
Creative prayer can change the way you see your past. Genesis 50:18–21
Creative prayer can heal wounded relationships.
Genesis 32:6–8,22–32; 33:4
Creative prayer can help you solve your problems.
Acts 12:5
D: When you talk with God, He will direct you through His Word and Spirit. Then you can
walk in obedience. The Bible is the source of our knowledge of God and His will for us.
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